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Abstract
An important area of investigation in the field of entrepreneurship examines how people and organizations exploit technological opportunities. Prior research suggests that alliances, the mobility of experts, and the informal mechanisms associated
with geographic co-location can present firms with useful opportunities to source technological knowledge. This paper uses
insights from strategic management and organizational theory to suggest that organizational size may have an important impact
on the extent of external learning, since it differentially affects the likelihood of learning via formal and informal mechanisms.
Examining a cross-section of semiconductor startups, we find that external learning increases with startup size. With regard
to the specific mechanisms of learning, we find that firms learn from alliances regardless of their size. For the informal
mechanisms of mobility and geographic co-location, however, learning decreases with firm size. These results suggest that
as startups grow, they may have increasing opportunities to access and exploit external knowledge, but their motivation (and
hence ability) to learn from more informal sources may decrease.
© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The field of entrepreneurship has been defined as
“. . . the study of sources of opportunities, the processes of discovery, evaluation, and exploitation of
opportunities; and the set of individuals who discover,
evaluate and exploit them” (Shane and Venkataraman,
2000, p. 218). The opportunities that are presented to
firms are often technological in nature and the ability
to respond to these opportunities (or technological
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entrepreneurship) is increasingly tied to a firm’s success. Research on organizational learning suggests
that one source of technological opportunity available
to firms is the exploitation of external knowledge
for innovation (e.g. Cohen and Levinthal, 1990).
Prior research also suggests that a variety of mechanisms may be used to access this knowledge. These
mechanisms include the hiring of scientists and engineers (Zucker, 1998; Almeida and Kogut, 1999), the
forming of strategic alliances (Mowery et al., 1996;
Rosenkopf and Almeida, 2001) and the appropriation of informal networks (Liebeskind et al.,
1996; Almeida and Kogut, 1997; Rosenkopf and
Tushman, 1998). Though our understanding of the
mechanisms of external knowledge sourcing has
grown in recent years, a critical question is still
left on the table: What firm characteristics facilitate
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the exploitation of knowledge accessible via these
mechanisms?
In this paper, we seek to shed light on one aspect of
this question. Specifically, we study the relationship
between startup size and the use of three mechanisms
of external knowledge acquisition—expert mobility,
alliances and informal geographically mediated networks. The focus on size is interesting, since on one
hand, studies suggest that scale economies and superior organizational resources permit larger firms to
successfully access and exploit knowledge from the
environment (Kogut and Zander, 1993). On the other
hand, learning studies in organization theory suggests
that a firm’s motivation to source external knowledge
may decrease with size—firms may grow increasingly inward-looking and ignore external knowledge
(Levinthal and March, 1993). We argue here that with
increased size, startups may be able to source and
use more knowledge from external sources because
of greater opportunities; because of greater scale and
scope, they have more linkages to the outside world
and greater potential to exploit knowledge internally.
However, with an increase in size, this study suggests
that startups do not always increase their ability to
utilize a given knowledge mechanism. We hypothesize that while larger firms may learn more from
formal mechanisms, such as alliances, they may in
fact learn less from more informal mechanisms, such
as mobility.
Venkataraman (1997, p. 121) suggests that one of
the key questions facing the field of entrepreneurship
is “. . . why, when and how some are able to discover and exploit opportunities while others cannot
or do not.” Our study highlights the role of size in
explaining which startups are best able to access and
exploit knowledge opportunities via organization- and
individual-level mechanisms. Our emphasis on startups is important since new firms, particularly those
in the semiconductor industry, are especially reliant
on innovation to compete with more established firms.
Furthermore, startups play an important role in the
exploration of new technological areas and rely on
other firms for much of their technological knowledge
(Almeida and Kogut, 1997). Thus, we hope to contribute to the field of technological entrepreneurship
by shedding some light on when and how startups can
exploit the opportunities presented by the mechanisms
of external learning.

In this study, we examine the patent citation patterns of semiconductor startups. Recent scholarship in
technology entrepreneurship has highlighted the value
of patent data in analyzing the dynamics of innovation
(Stuart, 1998; Ahuja and Lampert, 2000). The results
of our study indicate that larger startups learn more
from others in the industry than smaller ones. Yet
while larger startups learn more, we find that increasing size is associated with a decrease in the usefulness
of mobility and geographic co-location for external
learning. Our paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2,
we develop the theory and hypotheses regarding
the relationship between firm size and the likelihood of learning from alliancing, mobility, and geographically mediated informal networks. Section 3
discusses the use of patent data and describes our
methodology. Section 4 presents our findings and
Section 5 discusses the results and extensions of this
study.

2. Theory and hypotheses
2.1. The mechanisms of external learning
Though most firms internally develop much of
the knowledge used in innovation, few firms possess
all the inputs required for successful and continuous
technological development. Organizations often turn
to external sources to fulfill their knowledge requirements (Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001). In fact, suppliers, buyers, universities, consultants, government
agencies and competitors all serve as sources of vital
knowledge (Jewkes et al., 1958).
How does a firm exploit external knowledge?
Cohen and Levinthal (1990) pointed to the absorptive
capacity of a firm that permits it to recognize, absorb
and utilize outside sources of knowledge. But recognizing the importance of outside knowledge, which
arises from investments in R&D, does not necessarily
permit a firm to access and assimilate it. Nor does
it explain why firms are attentive to knowledge from
certain sources and less attentive to others. Firms
need to develop conduits or mechanisms that permit
the absorption and use of external knowledge. It is
these conduits that also channel the externally available knowledge, and determine which knowledge the
firm actually uses for invention.
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Hayek (1945) suggested that opportunity discovery
is a function of the distribution of knowledge among
actors in a market. Analogously, we suggest that the
ability to exploit knowledge generated by others is
a function of the firm’s access to this knowledge.
Formation of alliances, hiring of inventors from competitors, and informal social networks within geographic regions all generate idiosyncratic differences
in knowledge access. Indeed, Rosenkopf and Almeida
(2001) use patent citation data to evaluate the three
mechanisms of learning, and find that all three mechanisms play a role in facilitating external learning by
semiconductor startups.

2.1.3. Geographic regions and learning
Research points to the importance of geographically
clustered social networks in facilitating the informal
diffusion of knowledge across firms (Rogers and
Larson, 1984). Case studies of regional clusters in Italy
(Piore and Sabel, 1984) and Baden-Wuerttemberg in
Germany (Herrigel, 1993) indicate extensive knowledge flows through networks in these regions. Locational proximity reduces the cost and increases
the frequency of personal contacts, which serve to
build social relations between players in a network
(Dorfman, 1987; Saxenian, 1990; Almeida and Kogut,
1997) that can be appropriated for learning purposes.

2.1.1. Alliances and learning
Since Hamel and Doz (1989) first suggested that
alliances should be viewed as learning opportunities,
several studies have supported this idea (e.g. Gulati,
1995; Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven, 1996). For instance, Powell et al. (1996) postulate the existence of
“networks of learning”, and suggest that participation
in networks of R&D alliances facilitates the growth of
new biotechnology firms. In-depth case studies also
provide us with a rich illustration of learning between
alliance or network partners (e.g. Inkpen and Crossan,
1995; Doz, 1996). Recent studies on alliances have
used patent citation data to track knowledge flows
across organizations and regions more directly and
have suggested that alliances can lead to inter-firm
learning (Mowery et al., 1996; Stuart and Podolny,
1996).

2.2. External learning and size

2.1.2. Mobility and learning
The notion that the mobility of people facilitates
the flow of knowledge is hardly new. There are numerous studies relating the two, though most provide only indirect support for the idea that inter-firm
mobility leads to inter-firm learning (e.g. Bell, 1984;
Markusen et al., 1986; Malecki, 1991; Boeker, 1997).
As was the case for alliance research, the most accessible direct evidence linking mobility of engineers to
inter-firm knowledge building may be accomplished
through patent records. Almeida and Kogut (1999)
tracked over 400 engineers in a study of semiconductor
firms, and showed that the mobility of engineers between firms in a region led to the localization of knowledge within the region, while the mobility of engineers
across regions led to a decrease in regional knowledge.

We extend the previous investigations of the role of
these three mechanisms for external learning by exploring the relationships between firm size, learning,
and the usefulness of the mechanisms.
2.2.1. Opportunities to learn
We argue here that startup size increases the likelihood of learning from another firm. We suggest that
larger firms have (a) more opportunities to access outside knowledge because of the increased number of interfaces to the external environment as well as (b) more
opportunities to apply this knowledge internally due
to the larger portfolio of activities ongoing in the firm.
An increase in size is usually accompanied by an
increase in the technological, product market and geographic scope of its activities (Patel and Soete, 1987).
As startups increase in size, they are provided with
greater opportunities to learn from external sources.
Studies in the area of international strategy point to the
relationship between geographic scope and learning—
multinational firms are able to access knowledge
through location of subsidiaries in knowledge intensive regions (Porter, 1990). Through the expansion of
the geographic scope of activities, large startups have
the opportunity to tap into the expertise of multiple
regions (within or across countries) through a variety of formal and informal mechanisms (Bartlett and
Ghoshal, 1989; Almeida and Kogut, 1997). Similarly,
technological expertise and increased scope provides
firms with greater opportunities to trade and exchange
knowledge. For instance, von Hippel (1994) suggests
that firms often use the ownership of patents as trading
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‘chips’ in the exchange of knowledge. Larger firms
also have the resources to build relationships through
employee participation in technical conferences and
meetings (Rosenkopf et al., 2001) and to facilitate
the joint authorship of technical papers. Firms that
do not possess a broad knowledge portfolio may be
locked out of these opportunities for knowledge exchange. Therefore, we can expect larger startups to
have a greater opportunity than smaller ones to access
external knowledge.
Given the greater scale and scope of activities of
larger startups, they have greater opportunities not
just to acquire, but also to utilize externally acquired
knowledge in their innovative activities. Larger firms
have greater opportunities to reap scale and scope
economies in the exploitation of newly acquired
knowledge across businesses, locations and products.
Thus, even if small and large firms have the same
number of external relationships, larger firms are
more likely to benefit from external knowledge absorbed, since they can apply this knowledge across a
greater number of activities. Hence,
Hypothesis 1. The likelihood of a startup learning
from other organizations increases with its size.
While we argue above, that larger firms have greater
opportunities to absorb and apply knowledge from
external sources, a fundamental question remains.
Are they more able to exploit these opportunities? We
suggest that this ability may depend upon whether
the learning mechanisms in question are formal or
informal ones.
2.2.2. Ability and motivation to learn
Size can increase the firm’s ability to learn. To fully
exploit the opportunities for innovation, startups must
depend on their organizational and managerial resources and capabilities. The development of linkages
to outside sources of knowledge that act as conduits for
knowledge transfer requires a substantial investment
of resources (Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000). Furthermore,
firms must have the ability to combine existing knowledge with new (externally acquired or internally generated) knowledge for innovation. This managerial ability requires the transfer of knowledge from the points
of access—through boundary spanners and gatekeepers (Allen, 1983)—to locations within the firm where
this knowledge can be usefully exploited. The nature

of innovation, as well as the tacit and complex nature
of knowledge, may require that several sub-units interact actively across extended periods of time to build
new products or processes (Sakakibara and Westney,
1992). To facilitate this knowledge building process,
startups must establish intra-organizational mechanisms, processes and systems to link various sub-units
across time (Almeida et al., 1998). Thus, the complex
tasks of knowledge recognition, absorption and utilization require the possession of significant managerial
and organizational resources and capabilities. Larger
startups are more likely to possess these resources to
meet the challenge of external knowledge utilization.
In spite of its many advantages, size can also
decrease the firm’s ability and motivation to learn.
Larger firms often rely on experiential learning, which
according to Levinthal and March (1993, p. 97) “has
its own traps”. The authors suggest that experiential
learning encourages the organization to focus on issues and technologies close to its current experience.
Knowledge close to existing technological and market
conditions will be highly valued, while more distant
knowledge, for instance knowledge available outside the firm, may lose its salience and significance.
Levinthal and March call this failure to access more
distant knowledge “the myopia of learning”. The myopia suggests that larger firms may grow increasingly
inward-looking and shortsighted due to positive feedback that experience provides or simply from inertia.
This view is corroborated by Sorensen and Stuart
(2000), who demonstrate an increasing tendency of
technology firms to cite their own patents (rather than
other firms’) over time.
Another reason that larger firms may have difficulty
assimilating external knowledge is their increased
used of distinctive shared language and symbols that
allow for effective communication within organizations. In their discussion of internal structures of
communication, Cohen and Levinthal (1990) refer
to this efficiency of communicating internally as an
inward-looking absorptive capacity, and suggest that
it is offset by a corresponding decrease in the ability
to absorb external knowledge. This tradeoff may explain the not-invented-here (NIH) syndrome, in which
communication with external groups decreases over
time (Katz and Allen, 1982).
Finally, large firms may differ from smaller firms in
their openness to external knowledge simply because
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of strategic motivation. March (1991) views knowledge development as going through phases—starting
with an exploration phase and later going on to an
exploitation stage. Exploration activities are oriented
towards the accessing of new ideas, while exploitation relies on the replication of existing competencies under diverse conditions. In their study of the
semiconductor industry, Almeida and Kogut (1997)
suggest that in many industries, startups receive funding because they explore new technological spaces
and opportunities that are ignored by larger firms.
A range of factors including financing, government
regulations, and the motives and goals of the entrepreneurs provide conditions for small firms that are
more amenable to the exploration of new technology
(Acs and Audretsch, 1990). Hence, small firms are
better equipped to exploit new technological opportunities and are therefore more attuned to knowledge
available outside the firm.
In summary, we believe that startup size will be
positively associated with external learning because
of the increased opportunities to access and apply
this knowledge. Indeed, the effect is not limited to
the specific mechanisms we measure, so the result
should obtain even when we control for the use of
various mechanisms. At the same time, there are opposing arguments regarding the relationship between
firm size and the ability to exploit this outside knowledge. One argument outlines the advantages of size
arising from the greater resources to manage the complex task of exploiting this knowledge internally. The
countervailing argument concerns the decreasing motivation and increasing myopia of larger firms when
considering use of external knowledge. We propose
that apart from the positive overall effect from size,
the relative strength of these two views depends on the
type of learning mechanisms being employed by the
startup. Larger firms may channel their attention and
resources through more formal mechanisms, building
internal capabilities to manage them, while smaller
firms with fewer resources might have incentives to
rely on less formal mechanisms of learning.
2.3. Interactions of mechanisms and size
2.3.1. Firm size and alliances
Alliances are formed for a number of reasons
including strategic, transactional and learning motiva-
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tions. Regardless of the initial motivation, they usually
involve some form of knowledge transfer across the
collaborators (Griffin, 1989; Kale and Singh, 2000).
Recent empirical research provides some support for
the notion that the repeated use of alliances may result
in increasing firm capabilities for learning from these
mechanisms (Anand and Khanna, 2000).3 However,
in a study of how firms build alliance capabilities,
Kale and Singh (2000) showed that the internal organizational ability to successfully codify and articulate
knowledge is more important than experience in alliance formation. Such work underscores that learning
through alliances is not easy. Unlike inter-firm market
relationships, alliances require that a firm establish
structures and management systems to achieve control over the entity. Further, alliance management is
an extensive and tedious process and firms must invest considerable time and management attention to
make the relationship successful and achieve a useful
transfer of knowledge (Allen, 1998).
This recognition of the learning potential and the
challenges of alliances has led firms to increasingly
focus on setting up organizational mechanisms to
properly manage them (Inkpen and Crossan, 1995).
Thus, if firms treat alliances as extensions of their
internal organization, they should accrue the benefits
of learning-by-doing and grow increasingly capable
at exploiting this learning mechanism. Since senior
managers often negotiate alliances, they receive top
management attention, and the learning process associated with alliances is less likely to suffer from
any negative consequences of size. Thus, we suggest that though most firms can learn from alliances,
larger firms have superior managerial resources and
capabilities to exploit the learning potential of formal
mechanisms, such as alliances.
Hypothesis 2a. The likelihood of a startup learning
from an alliance increases with its size.
2.3.2. Firm size and informal mechanisms
We suggest here that larger firms may be less motivated, and therefore, less able to learn from mobility
3 It should be noted that alliances may sometimes be used to
increase specialization across firms, and therefore, do not always
lead to interfirm knowledge building. Mowery et al. (1996) find
that a significant segment of alliances resulted in more divergent
technological capabilities.
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and other geographically mediated mechanisms than
their smaller counterparts. As outlined previously,
the mobility of experts between firms represents an
individual level informal mechanism for learning.
Hence, this mechanism is more likely to be subject
to the downsides of size, and is likely to be ignored
as a potential source of inter-firm in larger, more formal organizations. Thus, the ‘myopia’ of learning is
likely to be most significant for this informal learning
mode.
Mobility of experts has the potential to provide the
hiring organization with new skill-sets and also specific knowledge embodied within individuals. Almeida
and Kogut (1997) suggest that firms use hiring to fulfill
different needs. In larger firms, hiring is more likely
to be used to fill in skill gaps, while in small firms,
targeted knowledge acquisition may be a greater motivation. Unless firms set up specific organizational
mechanisms to harness ‘learning-by-hiring’, they are
unlikely to upgrade their capabilities in this area.

firms, resulting in extensive inter-firm knowledge
exchange. In contrast, the Route 128 region is dominated by larger firms that are more insulated from
the surrounding institutions. Statistical studies have
also confirmed the importance of external sourcing
of regional resources by small firms. Feldman (1994)
uses Small Business Administration innovation data
to ascertain the importance of inputs to innovation for
firms of different sizes. She finds that although larger
firms benefit from local innovation, for smaller firms
the benefits are more significant. The above arguments
suggest that larger firms are less able and motivated
to learn from informal knowledge mechanisms.
Hypothesis 2c. The likelihood of a startup learning
from co-location in a region decreases with its size.
3. Data and methods
3.1. Research setting

Hypothesis 2b. The likelihood of a startup learning
from hiring an inventor decreases with its size.
Small firms are more likely to be attuned to and
reliant on local knowledge networks than larger firms,
and are, therefore, more likely to harness the informal
learning channels associated with them. Why should
the knowledge from regional networks benefit smaller
firms rather than larger firms? One reason is that larger
firms become more self-reliant and fail to value relationships with other institutions within the region. Dynamics of status similarity (Podolny, 1993; Chung and
Singh, 2000) suggest that larger firms, having reached
higher-status positions, are likely to look beyond regional constraints for similar-status partners and more
cosmopolitan exchange. Thus, the larger firms are
less motivated to absorb regional knowledge. Second,
the paucity of internal R&D in a small firm creates
an incentive to harness external sources of knowledge
and regional knowledge is often most easily available
(Almeida and Kogut, 1997). In a rich ethnography
of regions in the semiconductor industry, Saxenian
(1994) contrasted the industrial systems of the Route
128 region and the Silicon Valley area to explain the
comparative success of Silicon Valley. She noted that
local collective learning and experimentation characterize this region, with its greater share of startup

We test our hypotheses in the context of the semiconductor industry. The semiconductor industry is,
after all, the apotheosis of a knowledge-based industry and both startups and regions have played a
vital parts in the development of the semiconductor
industry over the last five decades. The history of the
industry is defined by the innovative role of startups.
Several of these startups, via successful innovation,
grew into large firms, often dominating sections of
the industry. Though larger firms now dominate the
more established fields (for example the memory and
microprocessor segments), new waves of startups
continue to bring about technological changes. In the
1980s, small firms dominated innovation in the areas
of Application-specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs),
high performance CMOS memory and logic chips. As
ASICs grew more popular over the last decade, many
of the startups of the 1980s have grown rapidly. A new
wave of startups in the middle 1990s are investigating
new and emerging fields, such as three-dimensional
integrated circuits, voice recognition and synthesis,
bioelectronics and optoelectronics.
Another remarkable aspect of the semiconductor
industry is the role played by alliances, mobility and
regional networks. Kogut and Kim (1992) show that
alliances have become increasingly important in the
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industry—both between firms of different sizes and
between firms from different countries. Almeida and
Kogut (1999) show that mobility of engineers across
firms is an important channel of inter-firm knowledge
flows. Finally, technology intensive regions characterize the industry. Numerous descriptive studies have
suggested that technology diffusion within regions
has been facilitated by the culture of networking and
knowledge exchange between engineers (Braun and
MacDonald, 1982; Saxenian, 1991; Rogers, 1995).
3.2. Patent data
Since the pioneering work of Schmookler (1966)
and Scherer (1984), patent data4 have been commonly used by economists to illuminate the process
of innovation and to evaluate its relationship to technological and economic development. Patent data
have received so much attention because they are systematically compiled, have detailed knowledge and
are available continuously across time. We use patent
data extensively and in a variety of ways to shed light
on the knowledge building patterns of semiconductor
firms.
A patent document contains a host of knowledge
including citations to other patents. The list of citations for each patent is arrived at through a uniform
and rigorous process applied by the patent examiner
as a representative of the patent office. The patent
applicant and his or her lawyer are obliged by law to
specify in the application any and all of the prior art of
which he or she is aware. The list of patent citations so
compiled is available on the patent document, along
with knowledge on the patenting firm, inventor, geographic location, and technology types. Thus, through
patent documents, one can infer both organizational
and technological influences on a particular innovation and thus track knowledge building across people,
firms, geographic regions and countries, and time.
It would be inappropriate to claim that each and
every patent citation represents knowledge building,
4 A patent is the grant of a property right to an inventor for an
invention conferred by the government. It establishes the “right to
exclude others from making, using or selling the invention” for a
period of up to 17 years. A US patent is granted for an invention
which is ‘useful’, ‘novel’ and ‘non-obvious to a person of ordinary
skill in the art’ (US Department of Commerce, 1992).
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as some citations may be introduced to distinguish
the invention from dissimilar ones, or to protect the
firm from litigation. While acknowledging this noise
in the citation process, we still believe that due to the
rigorous and uniform process applied during citation
compilation by the patent examiner (unlike the process for academic citations) as well as the widespread
use of patenting in the semiconductor industry, patent
citations allow us to observe overall tendencies of the
inter-firm knowledge building process and its location in technological, temporal, and geographic space,
which can then be traced to the variety of mechanisms
associated with this process.
In this paper, we use the detailed patent knowledge available in a patent document in a number of
ways—not only to track inter-firm knowledge building
through patent citations in the semiconductor industry,
but also to track inter-firm mobility of semiconductor
engineers, to measure technological overlaps between
firms in the industry and to locate the innovative activities of these firms in geographic space.
3.3. Sample selection
Research on the history of technological development of the semiconductor industry describes the phenomenon of entry by ‘waves’ of startups at different
points in time (Saxenian, 1990). Our sample of startups for this study was drawn from the wave of new
firms that entered the industry between 1980 and 1989.
Though these startups were located in different regions
of the US and abroad, had different years of founding,
and focused on different semiconductor technologies,
they can together be conceived as a cohort, imprinted
by similar underlying technological and industrial
conditions prevailing at their founding (Stinchcombe,
1965). Given the important role played by this
wave of startups in spurring innovation (Dataquest,
1990), we follow previous studies (e.g. Kim and
Kogut, 1996) in examining this set of startup firms
to better understand the influences on technological
innovation.
We first compiled a list of every semiconductor
firm that designed or fabricated semiconductor devices
from ICE and Dataquest databases, both private research firms that specialize in semiconductor industry analysis. From this list of firms, we identified 86
firms founded between 1980 and 1989. Fifteen firms
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Table 1
Descriptive statistics

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Alliance
Mobility
Geographic similarity
Log (size)
Technological distance
Age
Log (citer patents)
Log (citee patents)
Citation

Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0.01
0.01
0.32
4.31
0.72
5.86
1.97
3.09
0.08

0.10
0.15
0.47
1.19
0.27
2.24
1.00
2.86
0.27

0
0
0
1.10
0
1
0
0
0

1
1
1
6.25
1.41
10
4.13
9.20
1

0.06
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

0.04
0.05
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

0.05
0.03
0.03
–
–
–
–
–
–

−0.04
−0.05
−0.01
−0.09
–
–
–
–
–

0.05
0.01
0.02
0.37
−0.07
–
–
–
–

0.02
0.05
0.002
0.24
−0.27
0.02
–
–
–

0.06
0.07
−0.02
−0.001
−0.19
−0.001
−0.001
–
–

0.07
0.14
0.06
0.08
−0.17
0.01
0.23
0.30
–

were dropped from this set due to missing information
on either size,5 geography, or technology. Our sample
thus consisted of 71 firms, which we term “startups”.
Startups had a mean age of 5.9 years, and mean size
of about 133 employees.
We defined the potential sources of external learning for each startup to include all other startups as
well as all other semiconductor firms founded prior
to 1980. We term these firms founded earlier than
1980 “incumbents”. Data were available for 119 out
of 124 possible incumbents. Both incumbents and
other startups are important sources of learning for
startups. Indeed, 89% of the citations made by startups in the study period were to patents filed by
incumbents, however, incumbents filed over 99% of
semiconductor patents prior to 1990. Thus, the unit
of analysis we employ is the dyad—each of the variables of interest is a relationship variable between
the startup, which built on external knowledge, and
the sources of innovative knowledge, both startup
and incumbent.6 The mean age of incumbents was
just over 13 years, with a mean size of over 2200
employees.7
5 Eight firms designated as startups by Dataquest or ICE were
subunits of larger firms, and size data reflected the larger firm
rather than the subunit.
6 Thus, the total number of dyadic observations is 13,419 (71
citing startups multiplied by 190 cited firms less self-cites).
7 These figures represent only 64 incumbent firms for which
age and size information were available. The remaining incumbent
firms in our final dataset were primarily subunits of larger firms
(e.g. IBM, Fujitsu) for which subunit level data were unavailable.
Analyses were run with the full set of 119 incumbent and 71
startup firms, since size and age information is not required for
incumbents.

3.4. Variables
Descriptive statistics for our data are included in
Table 1. We describe each of the variables in turn.
3.4.1. Knowledge building
For each startup, we obtained all semiconductor
patents granted between 1990 and 1995. For each
patent, we examined each citation to patents filed prior
to 1990 and identified the cited firm. Thus, each citation is treated as one instance of the citing firm building upon knowledge of the cited firm. Self-citations
were excluded from this set, and citations made to
non-semiconductor firms are not included in our sample. A total of 3859 citations (about 54 per firm) were
identified. These citations were concentrated among
1073 dyads. We employed a binary variable to indicate
the presence or absence of citations for each dyad.
3.4.2. Mobility
Our aim was to identify as many instances as possible where an inventor moved from one firm in our sample to any of our other firms, thus facilitating inter-firm
transmission of knowledge from their earlier employer
to the new employer. To track mobility, we examined
the full set of semiconductor patents for each firm in
our sample for the full 1980–1995 period. We then
tracked each inventor listed on these patents through
the 1980–1995 period, looking for instances where an
inventor was employed by more than one firm. For example, if one inventor was listed on patents for Firm
A in June 1984, Firm B in April 1986, and Firm C in
May 1989, we determined that Firm C had access to
the knowledge of both Firms B and A, while Firm B
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had access to the knowledge of Firm A. We estimated
timing of these moves at the midpoint between the
filing dates of the last patent filed at Firm A and the
first patent filed at Firm B and we limited the set of
instances of mobility to the moves occurring between
the beginning 1980 and the end of 1989. 120 instances
of mobility were identified between 72 dyads. While
this method does not identify every move and does
not pinpoint the timing of the move, it provides a picture of the patterns of mobility for engineers and enables us to obtain a conservative estimate of inter-firm
mobility.
3.4.3. Alliances
We compiled the announcements of every alliance
formed among firms in our sample between 1980
and 1989 listed in the weekly publication Electronic
News.8 We recorded the complete range of alliances
that the firm undertook with other firms in the industry; these types included joint ventures (for design or
for fabrication), equity arrangements, and marketing,
design, fabrication and licensing agreements. If an
alliance was reported as being between three firms,
to accommodate our data structure, we coded that
alliance as three dyadic alliances, one between each
pair of firms. No alliances among groups larger than
three were reported for our sample firms. A total of
149 dyadic alliances were identified.
3.4.4. Geographically mediated informal flows
To capture various regional mechanisms that might
enable inter-firm knowledge flows, we created a binary variable to indicate whether firms were located
in the same geographic region. Regions were defined
as countries outside of the US and as states within
the US, with two exceptions. Within the US, California was separated into two regions (northern and
southern California), while four northeast states (New
York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Pennsylvania) were
clustered into one region. As such, a total of 63 regions were identified—48 within the US plus 15 other
countries. The regional locations of each firm were obtained from our patent data by consulting its inventors’
8 Electronic News is a weekly publication which extensively
covers events in the electronics industry. A detailed search was
made of over 520 issues of the publication and every announcement
of a semiconductor alliance was listed.
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locations listed on its patents. For each pair of firms,
if the inventors were located in the same region, the
geographic similarity was set to one; otherwise zero.
Because the geographic location was based on inventor location, it was possible for a firm to have multiple locations. We assessed similarity between pairs
of firms based on all locations of the inventors in the
selected patent set.
3.4.5. Size
We used the number of employees reported by the
startup in 1990 to represent firm size.9 This variable
ranged from a low of 3 to a high of 516. Mean firm
size was 133 employees, while the standard deviation
was 136. Due to the skew of this variable, we logged
firm size, resulting in a mean value of 4.3 and standard
deviation of 1.2.
3.4.6. Controls
Firm age was calculated as the number of years
since the firm’s founding as of 1990. This variable
ranged from 1 to 10, with a mean of 5.9 and a standard
deviation of 2.2.
3.4.7. Technological distance
Technological distance captures the extent of technological overlap between pairs of firms. We created a
dyadic measure of technological dissimilarity during
the 1980–1989 period. For every firm in our sample,
we collected its semiconductor patents between 1980
and 1989. If the firm had more than 10 patents, 10 of
the set were randomly selected. If the firm had fewer
than three patents during this period, we used the earliest possible patent data after 1989. For each patent, we
tabulated the technological classes to which the patent
was assigned. Aggregating the set of patents for each
firm, we summarized the percentage of assignments
in each patent class. We then calculated the Euclidean
distances between these patent class vectors for each
pair of firms. This distance measure theoretically and
actually ranged from a low of zero (firms with identical patenting profiles) to a high of 1.4 (the square root
of 2; where each firm allocates 100% of their activity to one class and each firm is active in a different
9 The sources for size and age were the 1991 CorpTech Corporate Technology Directory and the 1991 Dun’s Million Dollar
Directory.
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class). Note that with this measure, the higher the distance figure, the less similar the pair of firms.
3.4.8. Citation propensities
We also controlled for the number of semiconductor patents the citing firm had in our sample during the
1990–1995 period, which is theoretically associated
with a firm’s absorptive capacity (i.e. the more knowledge stock, the more knowledge assimilation). It is
also associated empirically with the firm’s propensity to cite (i.e. the more patents, the more citations).
Similarly, we controlled for the number of semiconductor patents the cited firm had received during the
1980–1989 period since that should be empirically
associated with the likelihood of the firm receiving
citations. Both measures of patent stock were logged.
3.5. Analyses
We used logistic regression to examine the determinants of citation within dyads. Model 1 includes
our main effects and control variables. Models 2–4
introduce each interaction of mechanisms and size
independently, while Model 5 includes all significant
interactions. It is important to note that due to the
cross-sectional nature of the analysis, it is possible
that the true direction of causality may be reversed.
That is, any observed effects may actually represent
the effect of learning on size, rather than the reverse

as we have hypothesized. To mitigate this risk, we
have measured the knowledge building variable in a
later timeframe (1990–1995) than the variables for
size and the mechanisms of learning (until 1990).

4. Results
The results of the regression analysis are shown in
Table 2. Model 1 tests for the relationship between
the mechanisms of knowledge transfer and the likelihood of inter-firm citation. The table indicates that
the likelihood of citation is higher for dyads that
have entered into alliances and also for firms that
have hired an inventor away from the other member
of the dyad. Geographic similarity (or co-location)
between the two firms in a dyad likewise increases
citation likelihood. As expected technological distance between the firms decreases the likelihood of
citation. All these results are significant even after
controlling for expected citation propensities derived
from patent counts. Thus, the initial model supports
the findings of Rosenkopf and Almeida (2001) that
alliances, mobility, as well as technological and geographic similarity simultaneously serve to increase
the likelihood of inter-firm citation.
Model 1 also tests Hypothesis 1—namely, the relationship between firm size and the likelihood of
inter-firm citations. We observe that startup size has a

Table 2
Logistic regression coefficients for citation of Firm j by Firm i (standard errors in parentheses)
1
Alliance
Mobility from j to i
Geographic Similarity
Log (size)
Log (size) × alliance
Log (size) × mobility
Log (size) × geography
Technological distance
Age
Log (citer patents)
Log (citee patents)
Intercept
Log-likelihood
N
∗

P < 0.10.
P < 0.05.
∗∗∗ P < 0.01.
∗∗

2
0.64∗∗∗
1.28∗∗∗
0.66∗∗∗
0.10∗∗∗

(0.24)
(0.25)
(0.08)
(0.04)

−1.71∗∗∗ (0.18)
−0.03 (0.02)
0.88∗∗∗ (0.04)
0.39∗∗∗ (0.01)
−5.69∗∗∗ (0.23)
−2669.51
13,419

3
0.98 (1.30)
1.28∗∗∗ (0.24)
0.66∗∗∗ (0.08)
0.10∗∗∗ (0.04)
−0.07 (0.27)

−1.71∗∗∗ (0.18)
−0.03 (0.02)
0.88∗∗∗ (0.04)
0.39∗∗∗ (0.01)
−5.69∗∗∗ (0.23)
−2669.47
13,419

4
0.65∗∗∗
4.40∗∗∗
0.65∗∗∗
0.11∗∗∗

(0.24)
(1.37)
(0.08)
(0.04)

−0.64∗∗ (0.27)
−1.71∗∗∗ (0.18)
−0.03 (0.02)
0.88∗∗∗ (0.04)
0.39∗∗∗ (0.01)
−5.71∗∗∗ (0.23)
−2666.68
13,419

5
0.65∗∗∗
1.29∗∗∗
1.27∗∗∗
0.14∗∗∗

(0.24)
(0.25)
(0.31)
(0.04)

−0.14∗∗ (0.07)
−1.74∗∗∗ (0.18)
−0.03 (0.02)
0.88∗∗∗ (0.04)
0.39∗∗∗ (0.01)
−5.87∗∗∗ (0.25)
−2667.50
13,419

0.66∗∗∗
4.29∗∗∗
1.24∗∗∗
0.15∗∗∗

(0.24)
(1.37)
(0.31)
(0.04)

−0.62∗∗ (0.27)
−0.13∗ (0.07)
−1.74∗∗∗ (0.18)
−0.03 (0.02)
0.88∗∗∗ (0.04)
0.39∗∗∗ (0.01)
−5.89∗∗∗ (0.26)
−2664.86
13,419
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positive effect on the likelihood of it citing other firms,
supporting Hypothesis 1. Apparently, the larger the
startup, the more likely it is to build upon the knowledge of other firms. Note that this size effect obtains
even in the presence of a control for age, which is not
significant.
The next four models introduce interaction terms
between size and the mechanisms of knowledge flow
to test Hypotheses 2a, 2b and 2c. We observe that
the interaction of size and the various mechanisms
of learning generate negative coefficients. In Model
2, the coefficient of the interaction between alliances
and size is insignificant. Thus, counter to Hypothesis 2a, we find no evidence that the likelihood of
a startup learning from an alliance varies with firm
size. In contrast, Model 3 supports Hypothesis 2b—
the likelihood of a startup learning from hiring an
inventor does indeed decrease with firm size. In addition, Model 4 shows that the interaction between
geography and size is negative and significant, thus
supporting Hypothesis 2c—the likelihood of a startup
learning from co-location in a region decreases with
size. Model 5 includes both significant interaction
terms from Models 3 and 4 to demonstrate their all
effects simultaneously (pseudo-R 2 = 0.29). Note also
that the addition of these interactions improves the fit
of Models 3, 4, and 5 over Model 1, as the differences
in −2 × log-likelihood are significant (P < 0.05).
5. Discussion
Our results extend the current theory and findings
about the role of various mechanisms in facilitating the movement of knowledge between firms. As
suggested by the previous research, this work replicates findings that alliances, mobility and geographic
co-location facilitate inter-firm learning. It is our specific focus on startup size and its interaction with the
mechanisms of learning that generates a contribution
to the technology entrepreneurship literature. Our
results suggest a pattern—as startup size increases,
learning from other firms increases. Yet our exploration of three identifiable mechanisms of learning
suggests the learning effects of mobility and geographic similarity attenuate with size, while learning
from alliances is unaffected by startup size. Several
issues merit discussion on this front.
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First, the relationship between size and learning—
a main effect in the presence of controls for our
three mechanisms of learning—raises the question
of what might lead this result to obtain. Is it simply
that startups generate more extensive repertoires of
alliance activities as they grow? Or are there other
unmeasured mechanisms—organizational activities
that facilitate access to, and assimilation of, knowledge? Thus, for example, to what extent do startups
increase their interaction with other firms by sending engineers to technical committee meetings, or
less formally, by their engineers participating in chat
rooms? Future work that can examine such additional
mechanisms systematically, and that can explore the
extent to which mechanisms serve as complements or
substitutes to each other, will be of great value.
Second, and specifically with respect to alliances,
we had argued that larger startups are better able to
learn from alliances because they have the managerial
and organizational resources and capabilities needed
to utilize learning from this formal mechanism. Our
lack of support for this hypothesis may point to the
fact that even the larger firms in our sample may
not be mature enough to have fully developed the
managerial structures and systems to support the
learning.10 Alternatively, while these structures and
systems may indeed be maturing and facilitating
learning, perhaps these effects are nonetheless offset
by the myopic tendencies we hypothesized would
occur for the informal mechanisms.
Third, an interesting feature of our findings is
the contrast of the more informal modes of external
knowledge sourcing (mobility and geography) against
the more formal mode of alliances. We find that while
mobility and geographic similarity increase inter-firm
knowledge flows, these effects decrease with firm size.
In contrast, we find that the usefulness of alliance formation does not change with firm size. It appears that
the negative effects of size, such as myopia and rigidity, manifest via more informal mechanisms. These
results raise the issue that managers may be missing
learning opportunities accessible through informal
mechanisms, such as mobility and geographically
mediated social networks. Is this a natural transition
for startups as they grow? Or might there be value
10 We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for highlighting this
reason.
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in managers attending to the retention of these capabilities for harnessing the knowledge from informal
channels?
Though our results suggest that the usefulness of
informal mechanisms decreases with size, the study
does not permit us to distinguish between contrasting reasons for this finding. It is tempting to suggest
that decreased citations arising from (say) mobility
are an indicator of decreasing capabilities to harness
external knowledge. This decrease in capabilities
could be because the larger firms look increasingly
inward (Sorensen and Stuart, 2000) or because informal knowledge flows, rooted in individuals and
their interactions, are less likely to diffuse through
formalized larger organizations. However, the reason
for reduced citations may not be an issue of capabilities but of motivation. Smaller firms, for instance,
are more likely to hire individuals for their specific
technological knowledge and larger firms for broader
skill sets (Almeida and Kogut, 1997).
Fourth, we note that while age and size are moderately correlated for our observations, we consistently
find that size has significant effects of interest, while
age does not. These findings suggest that startups are
not tied to certain “biological” (or time-based) rhythms
with respect to learning; rather, they suggest that any
rhythms of learning are tied to the growth of firms.
An additional dimension of evolution—experience—
may also be key here. Our control for startup’s recent
patents was strongly positive and significant, and this
control might be interpreted as an absorptive capacity
or experience measure. Future research that can disentangle the effects of these traits is needed.
Several limitations of the study should also be
noted. The generalizability of our study may be limited by our choice to focus on a particular cohort of
startups. Prior or subsequent waves of startups may
not experience these same effects. Indeed, the recent
attention given to development of “alliance capability”
(Anand and Khanna, 2000) and to the “swat-like
precision” with which Cypress Semiconductor conducts recruiting raids for engineers (O’Reilly, 1998)
suggests that managers may now be induced to devote more attention to generating and harnessing
capabilities for learning through experience for more
mechanisms than they had considered previously.
In addition, our decision to examine a 10-year-long
cohort of startups may have unintended consequences.

On one hand, one might argue that a more thorough
examination of external learning could examine incumbents simultaneously to explore whether these
size effects persist in cohorts that have existed longer,
and in which firms may have grown correspondingly
bigger. On the other hand, a more restricted definition
of startups might show different external learning
tendencies. We tested the robustness of our results
by restricting our analyses to smaller sets of younger
firms (e.g. firms 5 years or younger rather than 10
years or younger) and found that all effects were
comparable save that of alliances and the interaction
of size and geographic similarity, which both became
insignificant. Alliances may not manifest as an effective learning mechanism for very young firms simply
because alliances may require a longer time to result
in learning, because of their formality and structure.
Alliances commonly involve multiple people and a
delimited set of information to be transferred, making
the task of learning more complex than say, mobility.
The insignificance of the interaction between size and
geographic similarity suggests that while the effects
of mobility for external learning are particularly critical in the earliest stages of startups, the effects of
geographic proximity endure somewhat longer.
The argument can be made that patents represent
explicit technological knowledge and do not represent tacit knowledge. While this may be so, this does
not invalidate the use of patent citations as indicators of knowledge building, whether codified or tacit.
We suggest that while patents may themselves represent codified knowledge, patent citations allow us to
observe the end points of the knowledge building process, regardless of whether the knowledge building
involved the application of tacit or codifiable knowledge. Further, Mowery et al. (1996) point out that
codified knowledge flows (represented by patents)
and tacit knowledge flows are closely linked and
complementary. Almeida and Kogut (1999) show that
patent citations by firms within a region are closely
related to the underlying pattern of tacit knowledge
flows facilitated via personnel transfer. Hence, we
use patent citation data only to indicate the beginning
and endpoints of knowledge building, and use other
explanatory variables in our regression analysis to
ascertain the underlying mechanisms involved.
Finally, alliances have been shown to result in
firm growth (Powell et al., 1996). More generally,
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while firm size enhances learning, such learning, via
any mechanism, may subsequently promote further
growth. In the present study, our cross-sectional data
structure prevented us from evaluating this positive
feedback loop. Future research must move towards
longitudinal data structures that would allow researchers to untangle these endogeneities.
6. Conclusion
The field of technological entrepreneurship centers on the study of the exploitation of opportunities.
We find here that the technological opportunities
made available through the mechanisms of external
learning are not utilized equally by all firms. The
study highlights one firm characteristic—size—that
may explain differential access to external knowledge
opportunities. Increased size may enhance a firm’s
potential and abilities to exploit opportunities but this
may be offset by decreased motivation to utilize informal mechanisms of learning. The findings of our
study offer a glimpse into the unique role of startups
in informal knowledge networks and suggest reasons
why some of the smallest firms play a prominent
role in industries characterized by a high degree of
technological opportunity.
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